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George Alexander has given us another fine study of a national church and its 

impressive hierarchal leader in his new book Patriarch Daniel and the Resurgence 

of the Romanian Orthodox Church [OCP Publications, 2021].  This time it is the 

Orthodox Church of Romania under the archpastorship of His Beatitude Patriarch 

Daniel of Bucharest and All Romania.  Alexander shows us how this nation and 

autocephalous Church has emerged from attacks from outside of its boundaries and 

from within its sanctuaries to flourish under the leadership of Patriarch Daniel in 

recent years. 

Alexander begins his study with a brief biography of Daniel Ciobetea who grew up 

in humble peasant surroundings during the Soviet-era of control of Romania and 

whose mother at great peril to herself made sure her children were baptized, 

attended church, and were nurtured in the Christian faith.  These modest origins 

would later shape Daniel’s passion for helping the poor, needy, and 

disenfranchised within the Church and in society. 

The book then delves into the educational background of Daniel which included 

his having studied in Orthodox, Roman Catholic, and Protestant theological 

schools.  During this time, he would study under and be mentored by Romania’s 

preeminent theologian of the 20th Dumitru Staniloe.   

These two influences -- the ecumenical nature of his education and Staniloe’s 

mentorship – would shape Daniel’s ecclesiological perceptions and sensitivities 

within and outside of the Orthodox Church.  More specifically in his pastoral 

approach to “separated Christians in schismatic churches” and the role of the 

Orthodox Church in the everyday lives of the people.   

Since his consecration as a bishop in 1990, his emphasis on higher education and 

social welfare can be seen in that during his tenure as a hierarch in that he has been 

involved in the founding of over seventy educational and charitable organizations.  

This activity would only continue with his election as Patriarch in 2007.  As 

Patriarch, he would seek cooperative partnerships with the government on Church 

initiatives.  Daniel is quoted as stating, “The charitable work of the Church was 



born of the Gospel and the Divine Liturgy.  The care for the poor in the form of 

permanent social institutions is inspired by the Gospel.” 

Needless to say, all the above mentioned initiatives of Daniel have not met without 

his critics, especially among fellow hierarchs and clergy.  Alexander notes that 

Daniel has been labeled by them as a modernist and ecumenist who is in collusion 

with the corrupt government.  In spite of these critics, Daniel has persevered in 

promoting his vision for the cause of the Gospel.  This is evident when Daniel 

states, “It is not enough to meet in prayer, but also in action.” 

It should be particularly noted that Daniel in taking such positions is in fact 

echoing Staniloe’s call for the Church to step up to its calling in maintaining the 

sanctification of all things in the Person of Jesus Christ.  Although neither Staniloe 

and Daniel had not written or taught about the concept of stewardship 

(oikononomia) as free will offering and sacrificial giving by its members [most 

probably because it was basically ‘forgotten’ in Orthodox Churches for the last 

fifteen hundred years due to political and cultural circumstances], they both teach 

about the importance giving to with your whole heart of what you have to help 

your family, neighbor, and Church. 

Alexander points to Daniel’s attempt at seeking reformation of the administration 

of the Church and increased professionalism by its servants both clergy and laity.  

He is clearly points out that this “reformation” by Daniel of the Romanian Church 

is not in its doctrine or dogma, but rather in its infrastructure where both 

traditionalism and modernity are balanced. Daniel’s vision in this balance of the 

two is evident in his promotion of technology in promoting the message of 

communicating the Gospel and livestreaming liturgical services on the digital 

platforms. 

Appropriately, Alexander in the middle of the book gives a detailed summary of 

Romanian culture, ethnography, geography, and ancient as well as modern history.  

Citing the fact that Christianity dates from at least the fourth century in the 

Carpathian-Danubian region that rivals Ethiopia’s and Armenia’s status as among 

the earliest Churches, he highlights the fact that over half of the population 

describes itself as “highly religious” in spite of the fact that eighty-six percent of 

the population self-identifies as members of the Orthodox Church.  The Church of 

Romania was granted from Ecumenical Patriarchate of Constantinople its 

autocephaly in 1885 and it became a Patriarchate in 1925. 



In its recent history of the last one hundred years, the scourges and bondage of 

Fascism and Communism with their lingering effects on the Romanian Church to 

this day.  During the decades when the Church was used as a tool by the 

government during seven decades of totalitarian rule, it created an estrangement 

and mistrust by the populace of the Church which continues to some degree until 

this day.  Alexander gives proof of this when he notes, “The Army continues to be 

the most trusted national institution, with 64.1%.  The Church follows next with 

54.3%.” 

Daniel continues to actively develop close cooperation with the government in the 

life of the Romanian Church in spite of inciting controversy.  No more can this 

been seen but in the building of the National People’s Salvation Cathedral in 

Bucharest.  Originally, conceptualized in 1877, to commemorate Romania’s 

independence from the Ottoman Turks, it only came to fruition in 2006 when the 

Romanian government approved its construction in 2006.  It was under Daniel that 

its construction was overseen working through a definite Church-state partnership.  

Alexander aptly opines, “Many have criticized the construction of the Cathedral, 

stating that it is a waste of national funds.” 

Finally, the book closes a synopsis of Daniel’s involvement with the promotion of 

three particular initiatives by the Church: ecumenism, anti-human trafficking, and 

climate change/environmental protection.  Daniel has sought to foster stronger 

relations between the Romanian Church and the Oriental Orthodox as well as 

Roman Catholics, Byzantine Catholics, and Protestants of all denominations. 

In conclusion, this is an important study that George Alexander has provided us 

regarding an important contemporary figure in the Romanian Church.  I would 

recommend this book to the reader who wishes to gain a better understanding of 

the Romanian Church’s past and present-day situation.  Patriarch Daniel seems to 

be the embodiment of where the Church in Romania has been and where it is 

headed into the future.  Yet, the author reminds us of the following, “I believe the 

consecration of Patriarch Daniel has marked a new era in the history of Romanian 

Orthodoxy for many reasons.  However, criticisms are always at hand irrespective 

of phenomenal achievements.” 
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